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Abstract: The security analysis of the Ekert 1991 (E91), Bennett 1992 (B92), six-state protocol, Scarani–
Acín–Ribordy–Gisin 2004 (SARG04) quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols, and their variants
have been studied in the presence of collective-rotation noise channels. However, besides the Bennett–
Brassard 1984 (BB84) being the first proposed, extensively studied, and essential protocol, its security
proof under collective-rotation noise is still missing. Thus, we aim to close this gap in the literature.
Consequently, we investigate how collective-rotation noise channels affect the security of the BB84
protocol. Mainly, we study scenarios where the eavesdropper, Eve, conducts an intercept-resend
attack on the transmitted photons sent via a quantum communication channel shared by Alice and
Bob. Notably, we distinguish the impact of collective-rotation noise and that of the eavesdropper.
To achieve this, we provide rigorous, yet straightforward numerical calculations. First, we derive a
model for the collective-rotation noise for the BB84 protocol and parametrize the mutual information
shared between Alice and Eve. This is followed by deriving the quantum bit error rate (QBER)
for two intercept-resend attack scenarios. In particular, we demonstrate that, for small rotation
angles, one can extract a secure secret key under a collective-rotation noise channel when there is no
eavesdropping. We observe that noise induced by rotation of 0.35 radians of the prepared quantum
state results in a QBER of 11%, which corresponds to the lower bound on the tolerable error rate for
the BB84 QKD protocol against general attacks. Moreover, a rotational angle of 0.53 radians yields a
25% QBER, which corresponds to the error rate bound due to the intercept-resend attack. Finally, we
conclude that the BB84 protocol is robust against intercept-resend attacks on collective-rotation noise
channels when the rotation angle is varied arbitrarily within particular bounds.

Keywords: BB84 protocol; security; collective-rotation noise; quantum-key distribution

1. Introduction

The quantum-key distribution (QKD) has become a mature field of quantum cryptog-
raphy, which exploits the quantum mechanical principles to generate secret keys for secure
communication between legitimate parties, Alice and Bob [1,2]. Since its inception, there
has been remarkable progress and development, and it has turned fundamental physics
into real-life applications for academia and industry [3]. In QKD implementations, photons
have emerged as the trusted carriers of quantum information due to their high transmission
speed and resilience against environmental decoherence. However, the field still faces
some challenges due to channel imperfections and the effect of noise in the transmission
channel [4–6]. Optical fibers have been used as a mode of transmission of these photons in
most QKD commercial applications [7]. Unfortunately, optical fibers undergo some slow
fluctuations in the birefringence, and this can be modeled as a collective-noise [8,9]. As a
result, avoiding noise in the communication process is challenging. The primary types of
collective-noises are collective-rotation and collective-dephasing noise [10].
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Depending on the detection method required to recover information about the key
encoded in the properties of light, QKD protocols fall into three classes [11]. For instance, the
BB84, E91, BBM92, B92 [2], six-state [12,13], SARG04 [14], and decoy-state protocols [6,15]
belong to a class of the so-called discrete-variable (DV) protocols, where one encodes
information in the polarization pulses. This simulates actual single-photon states and
requires single-photon detectors for their implementation. However, another class of
continuous-variable (CV) protocols was proposed due to challenges in realizing actual
single-photon sources and detectors [16]. In CV protocols, information is encoded in
the quadratures of the quantized electromagnetic field, for example those of coherent or
squeezed states [17,18]. Finally, due to other practical requirements, the class of distributed-
phase-reference (DPR) protocols in which the coherence of sequential pulses plays an
essential role in security was proposed [2]. The DPR class encodes information in the
photon’s arrival times or the phase between adjacent weak coherent pulses. Members
of this family are the differential-phase-shift (DPS) protocol [19] and the coherent-one-
way (COW) protocol [20,21]. These protocols are tolerant to photon number splitting
(PNS) attacks. Concerning detection, the DV and DPR protocols use the single-photon
detection technique, while the CV protocols utilize the homodyne or heterodyne detection
technique [22,23].

On the other hand, device-independent (DI) QKD protocols have been proposed to
address challenges relating to detector side-channel attacks, where the security is based
on the violation of a parity–CHSH inequality [24–26]. However, the DI QKD schemes
require loophole-free parity-CHSH experiments, which is not attainable with current tech-
nology [27]. Therefore, a more practical solution is measurement device-independent (MDI)
QKD, which is inherently resistant to all side-channel attacks targeting the measurement
device and removes all detection-related security loopholes [28,29]. Once more, despite
these advances, it has been challenging to adopt QKD widely, and large-scale deployment
will likely require chip-based devices for improved performance, miniaturization, and
enhanced functionality [30–34]. Moreover, these integrated photonic chips offer numerous
benefits such as low cost, low power consumption, and well-established batch fabrication
techniques [35].

Various authors have recently studied the impact of collective-rotation noise on QKD
protocols. For instance, Tamaki and Lütkenhaus (2004) presented the unconditional security
proof for the B92 QKD protocol when implemented over a lossy and noisy channel [36].
Wang (2005) proposed a straightforward prepare-and-measure protocol for robust QKD
implemented with photon polarization. The protocol demonstrated fault-tolerance against
the collective random unitary channel noise [37]. Notably, there are numerous discussions
about the impact of quantum noise on the achievable finite-key rates for the BB84 QKD
protocol and the six-state QKD protocol [11,38]. Leveraging the polarization-based QKD
protocol and a collective-noise channel, Zhang (2006) developed robust multiparty quantum
secret sharing (QSS) using two collective-noise channels [39]. Furthermore, Li et al. [40]
presented two efficient QKD schemes implemented using two collective-noise channels.
Dong (2009) developed a deterministic secure quantum communication against collective-
dephasing noise, which uses EPR pairs and auxiliary photons [41]; on the other hand, Xiu
et al. presented a QKD protocol implemented using six photon states against collective-
noise [42]. In 2010, Deng and Sheng demonstrated a scheme that operates deterministically
and achieves an efficient quantum entanglement distribution over an arbitrary collective-
noise channel [43]. Remarkably, the collective-noise leads to an additional advantage [44,45].

Furthermore, in 2011, Gu et al. [46] presented two robust quantum-secure direct com-
munication schemes consisting of a quantum one-time pad over a collective-noise channel.
Then, remarkably, Yang et al. [47] developed a fault-tolerant two-step quantum-secure
direct communication protocol against collective-noises. After that, Wei et al. [48] presented
two novel quantum-secure direct communication protocols using different collective-noise
channels. Later, Yang and Hwang (2013) developed two quantum dialogue protocols, each
robust against either the collective-dephasing noise or collective-rotation noise [10].
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Moreover, Yu (2015) developed two fault-tolerant channel-encrypting quantum di-
alogue protocols resistant to collective-noise [49]. Additionally, using the Bell states, Yu
(2015) proposed a scheme for quantum-secure direct dialogue protocols, adapted to both
collective-dephasing noise and collective-rotation noise [50]. Furthermore, Jian et al. [51]
presented the security proof of the SARG04 protocol under collective-rotation noise and
established that the protocol was secure against a certain level of such noise. Then, Wu and
Chen (2015) analyzed a multi-photon analysis for the three-stage quantum protocol under
the collective-rotation noise model and demonstrated that a multi-photon system provides
better error rate tolerance during transmission in a noisy environment [52]. Furthermore,
Garapo et al. [53] investigated the influence of the intercept-resend attack on the six-state
QKD over collective-rotation noise channels and found that the protocol was secure when
the angle of rotation was restricted within certain bounds. This was followed by security
analysis for the E91 protocol in the presence of a collective-rotation noise channel [54]. In
2019, Jian et al. [54] presented the B92 QKD security analysis under a collective-rotation
noise channel based on the Markov process. Furthermore, Yang et al. [55] presented four
three-party quantum secret sharing protocols resistant to both collective-dephasing noise
and collective-rotation noise. He and Ma (2019) developed three multiparty protocols for
direct communication using the collective-dephasing noise channels and the collective-
rotation noise channels [56]. Furthermore, Chang et al. [57] presented a fault-tolerant
controlled quantum dialogue against collective-noise. Notably, they demonstrated that,
besides their protocols being free from information leakage, they were resistant to several
attacks. This was followed by Zhao et al. [58], who developed a quantum private query
protocol using a collective-dephasing noise channel. Using similar approaches, we provide
the security analysis of the BB84 protocol in the presence of collective-rotation noise.

An essential task in QKD involves proving the unconditional security of a protocol [2].
This is important because a security result is expected to hold against all attacks allowed
by quantum mechanics. During communication, Eve may deploy several eavesdropping
strategies to attain secret key information. In theory, Eve’s hacking techniques are catego-
rized into three main classes: individual, collective, and coherent (or general) attacks [3].
A way to characterize how much information Eve acquired through these attacks or to
establish security bounds is determined by evaluating the QBER. In most security proofs,
the QBER is attributed to Eve’s actions in the channel, but in real applications, the noise
and eavesdropping activities contribute to the attained QBER. A rigorous security proof
against all individual particle attacks, including intercept-resend attacks, even with practi-
cal signals, was given in [59]. The security proof bounds an eavesdropper’s knowledge of
the key by exploiting the average collision probability theory. While this security proof is
of great importance for QKD, it lacks consideration of other practical imperfections in the
quantum channel. For instance, the noise in the transmission channel is inevitable and has
always been a menace to QKD since it leads to the deterioration of quantum states.

Therefore, in this paper, we consider a simple intercept and resend eavesdropping
strategy in the presence of a collective-rotation noise transmission channel to demonstrate
the security bounds for the BB84 QKD protocol. Besides this Introduction, which provides
the background, we arrange the remainder of this paper as follows. In the next section, we
introduce relevant theoretical knowledge, and in Section 2, we briefly describe the operation
of the BB84 protocol. Then, Section 3 presents the procedure for the collective-noise rotation,
while in Section 4, we analyze the influence of the noise and the intercept-resend attack on
the BB84 QKD protocol. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Operation of the BB84 Protocol

The BB84 QKD protocol belongs to a class of prepare and measure (P&M) protocols [2].
This protocol leverages the no-cloning theorem, which makes duplicating quantum states
impossible. Thus, this hinders the eavesdropper from wiretapping the quantum com-
munication channel or copying the quantum states, creating a key, and transmitting the
original states to the receiver. Moreover, its security is based on the quantum measurement
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principle, which states that a measurement of a quantum system causes it to collapse into
an eigenstate of the operator corresponding to the measurement. Thus, an eavesdropper
trying to learn (i.e., perform a measurement) the information being transmitted will result
in her/his detection. The BB84 QKD protocol is implemented through the quantum and
classical phases. Alice and Bob use quantum mechanical signals, measurements, and the
quantum channel during the quantum phase. Moreover, this employs four quantum states,
which constitute the two Pauli eigenbases, i.e., the canonical Z basis {|0〉, |1〉} and the
mutually unbiased X basis {|+〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉+ |1〉), |−〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 − |1〉)}.

2.1. Preparation and Measurement

During the protocol operation, Alice prepares and sends signals to Bob, who measures
them in a random sequence of Pauli bases, either the Z or X basis. Alice records her signal
choices, while Bob records his basis choice, including the respective measurement outcomes.
During the classical step, Alice and Bob utilize the authenticated public channel to conduct
a classical communication protocol that employs a classical record of the quantum phase
as the input.

2.2. Parameter Estimation

This is followed by a parameter estimation procedure, where Alice selects a fraction
of her signal slots and broadcasts which signal she sent for these slots. Accordingly, Bob
discloses his measurements on those signals and the respective outcome. Finally, they
accept the decision if Alice and Bob, from their corresponding announcements, conclude
that all the signals provided their correct deterministic outcomes whenever their basis
choice coincided. If this happens, they proceed with the protocol or abort.

2.3. Sifting

In the sifting phase, the parties announce the polarization bases employed for the
signal preparation and the remaining signals. Notably, Alice and Bob discard the data in
which the polarization preparation and their measurement outcomes differed. Thus, the
remaining data are called the “sifted data”.

2.4. Key Map

At this stage, the parties form a secret key by mapping their event records of the sifted
data in the secret key according to the following: |0〉, |+〉 → 0, and |1〉, |−〉 → 1. The binary
string that results from this step constitutes a secret key.

2.5. Error Correction

At the end of the preceding step, Alice and Bob have a partially correlated pair of key
strings created by executing the information reconciliation procedure. Alice sets her key as
a reference key and performs a random hash function on her key string. She then shares her
choice of the hash function, including the hash, with Bob. After that, Bob performs a hash
function in his key string. The output hash of both parties must be compatible; otherwise,
the protocol aborts. A fraction of information denoted by leakEC is disclosed to Eve during
the error-correction step.

2.6. Privacy Amplification

To eliminate Eve’s knowledge about their secret key strings, Alice and Bob then
extract an `-bit key from their remaining error-corrected bit strings by applying privacy
amplification. In doing so, Alice performs a random universal Class-2 hash function and
publicly announces the results to Bob. Finally, Bob executes a similar hash function to distill
a secret key of the same length as Alice.
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3. Collective-Rotation Noise

Collective-noise assumes that, when numerous qubits are transmitted simultaneously
or near each other at least spatially, then the random unitaries or transformations due to
noise on each qubit should be identical [42,60,61]. Various studies have recently reported
on the influence of counter-clockwise and clockwise collective-rotation noise on the security
of QKD [51,62], respectively. Therefore, we analyze the impact of the clockwise collective-
rotation noise in the channel, defined by the following unitary rotation matrix:

U =

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)
, (1)

where θ represents the rotation angle that characterizes the effect of the noise. The collective-
rotation noise changes the four BB84 states according to the following:

|0〉 → cos θ|0〉 − sin θ|1〉 = cos θ − sin θ√
2

|+〉+ cos θ + sin θ√
2

|−〉, (2)

|1〉 → sin θ|0〉+ cos θ|1〉 = cos θ + sin θ√
2

|+〉+ sin θ − cos θ√
2

|−〉, (3)

|+〉 → cos θ + sin θ√
2

|0〉+ cos θ − sin θ√
2

|1〉 = cos θ|+〉+ sin θ|−〉, (4)

|−〉 → cos θ − sin θ√
2

|0〉 − sin θ + cos θ√
2

|1〉 = cos θ|−〉 − sin θ|+〉. (5)

Notably, the collective-rotation noise introduces bit-flip errors in the following bases
{|0〉, |1〉} and {|+〉, |−〉. Thus, the weighted sum of the bit-flip errors results in the QBER,
defined as the probability that a randomly selected qubit sent from Alice’s lab arrives at
Bob’s side flipped. This can be represented as |0〉 as |1〉, |+〉 as |−〉, and vice versa. Based
on Equations (2)–(5), the effect of noise is that it flips the states |0〉, |1〉, |+〉, and |−〉 with
probability sin2 θ. Therefore, if Alice selects and transmits each of the four states with a
probability of p = 1/4, then the collective-rotation noise in the channel will result in a
QBER of:

Q0 =
1
4
(4 sin2 θ) = sin2 θ. (6)

The QBER is one of the essential QKD security parameters [2]. It gives the ratio
of the number of bits in error to the total detected bits. Therefore, QBER provides the
percentage of signals chosen by Alice and Bob for the same encoding, but where Bob got a
measurement outcome that differs from that prepared by Alice [51].

4. Security Analysis of the Intercept-and-Resend Attack

Eve can perform an intercept-and-resend attack, one of the well-known attacks
achieved through randomly measuring qubits that Alice sent in any of the two bases [63].
After that, Eve forwards to Bob the qubits prepared in states corresponding to her measure-
ment outcomes [2]. For example, suppose we have an ordered set S = {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉}
of the possible states of the qubits; we can use the following probability transition matrix to
represent the effect of Eve’s actions:

PE|A =


cos2 θ

2
sin2 θ

2
1
4 (1− sin 2θ) 1

4 (sin 2θ + 1)
sin2 θ

2
cos2 θ

2
1
4 (sin 2θ + 1) 1

4 (1− sin 2θ)
1
4 (sin 2θ + 1) 1

4 (1− sin 2θ) cos2 θ
2

sin2 θ
2

1
4 (1− sin 2θ) 1

4 (sin 2θ + 1) sin2 θ
2

cos2 θ
2

, (7)

where the matrix elements represent the conditional probabilities p(e|a) obtained by Eve,
given that Alice prepares a particular state. Notably, p(a, e) denotes the joint probability
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that Alice prepares a state |ψ〉A ∈ {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉} and Eve receives a state |ψ〉E ∈
{|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉}, given as follows:

p(a, e) = p(e|a)p(a) = p(a|e)p(e), (8)

where p(a) = 1/4 represents the probability that Alice prepares a state
|ψ〉A ∈ {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉}, while p(e) = 1/4 denotes the probability that Eve acquires
measurement outcomes that correspond to a state |ψ〉E ∈ {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉}. Therefore, we
can deduce that p(a|e) = p(e|a). As a result, in Table 1, we summarize the results of the
joint probabilities according to the following:

Table 1. A summary of joint probabilities when Alice prepares a particular state and Eve obtains
measurement outcomes corresponding to each of the four states on qubits that Alice sent.

Alice Sends
Eve Obtains

|0〉 |1〉 |+〉 |−〉

|0〉 cos2 θ/8 sin2 θ/8 (1− sin 2θ)/16 (1 + sin 2θ)/16
|1〉 sin2 θ/8 cos2 θ/8 (1 + sin 2θ)/16 (1− sin 2θ)/16
|+〉 (1 + sin 2θ)/16 (1− sin 2θ)/16 cos2 θ/8 sin2 θ/8
|−〉 (1− sin 2θ)/16 (1 + sin 2θ)/16 sin2 θ/8 cos2 θ/8

We can use mutual information to measure the amount of information that Eve gains
from each measurement. This is expressed as:

I(A : E) = H(A)− H(A|E), (9)

where

H(A) = −
4

∑
i=1

p(i) log2 p(i) = −∑ 4
(1

4
log2

1
4

)
= − log2

1
4

, (10)

and

H(A|E) =−∑
a,e

p(a, e) log2 p(a|e)

=−
(cos2 θ

2
log2

cos2 θ

2
+

sin2 θ

2
log2

sin2 θ

2
+

1− sin 2θ

4
log2

1− sin 2θ

4

+
1 + sin 2θ

4
log2

1 + sin 2θ

4

)
. (11)

To simplify Equation (9), let ε = sin2 θ. This implies that ε takes values that belong to
[0, 1]. If we substitute ε into Equation (9), it yields the following form:

I(A : E) =− log2
1
4
+

1− ε

2
log2

1− ε

2
+

ε

2
log2

ε

2
+

1− 2
√

ε(1− ε)

4
log2

1− 2
√

ε(1− ε)

4

+
1 + 2

√
ε(1− ε)

4
log2

1 + 2
√

ε(1− ε)

4
. (12)

We now analyze two types of intercept-and-resend methods that Eve could engage.
Firstly, Eve could break the quantum channel between Alice and Bob and slide her devices
between the communicating parties, as shown in Figure 1a. As a result, we find that the
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transition probability matrix, which describes the change between the states prepared by
Eve and those obtained by Bob, can be shown to be:

PB|E =


cos2 φ

2
sin2 φ

2
1
4 (1− sin 2φ) 1

4 (sin 2φ + 1)
sin2 φ

2
cos2 φ

2
1
4 (sin 2φ + 1) 1

4 (1− sin 2φ)
1
4 (sin 2φ + 1) 1

4 (1− sin 2φ) cos2 φ
2

sin2 φ
2

1
4 (1− sin 2φ) 1

4 (sin 2φ + 1) sin2 φ
2

cos2 φ
2

. (13)

The matrix PA,B, which denotes the joint probabilities of Alice and Bob’s states, can be
calculated as follows:

PA,B =
1
4
× PE|A × PB|E. (14)

P PM M

EveAlice Noise Noise Bob

P PM M

Alice EveNoise Bob

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. An illustration of the two intercept-and-resend attack strategies. The quantum channel is
denoted by straight arrows, while dashed arrows depict lossless classical channels. (a) Eve breaks the
quantum channel between Alice and Bob and places her devices between the two parties. (b) Eve
places her preparation device at a location close to, possibly inside, Bob’s lab and connects her
measurement and preparation devices by a lossless classical channel. The letters P and M represent
preparation and measurement devices, respectively.

In Table 2, we summarize the joint probabilities, and based on this strategy, elements
in the table are provided as:

a =
cos2 θ

8
× cos2 φ

2
+

sin2 θ

8
× sin2 φ

2
+

1− sin 2θ

16
× 1 + sin 2φ

4
+

1 + sin 2θ

16
× 1− sin 2φ

4
, (15)

b =
cos2 θ

8
× sin2 φ

2
+

sin2 θ

8
× cos2 φ

2
+

1− sin 2θ

16
× 1− sin 2φ

4
+

1 + sin 2θ

16
× 1 + sin 2φ

4
, (16)

c =
cos2 θ

8
× 1− sin 2φ

4
+

sin2 θ

8
× 1 + sin 2φ

4
+

1− sin 2θ

16
× cos2 φ

2
+

1 + sin 2θ

16
× sin2 φ

2
, (17)

d =
cos2 θ

8
× 1 + sin 2φ

4
+

sin2 θ

8
× 1− sin 2φ

4
+

1− sin 2θ

16
× sin2 φ

2
+

1 + sin 2θ

16
× cos2 φ

2
. (18)

During the sifting stage, the terms c and d in Table 2 reduce to zero. Accordingly, Q,
after sifting, becomes:

Q =
b

a + b
=

2− cos 2(θ + φ)

4
. (19)
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However, in the case where θ = φ, which means that the level of noise in both channels
is equal, then Q becomes

Q1 =
1 + 2 sin2 2θ

4
. (20)

As the second eavesdropping strategy that Eve could deploy, the preparation device is
placed near, or even where possible, inside Bob’s lab. After that, Eve links the measurement
and preparation devices using a lossless classical channel [63]. This is shown in Figure 1b.
The matrix describing conditional probabilities to prepare particular states by Eve and the
measurements obtained by Bob is given by

PB|E =


1
2 0 1

4
1
4

0 1
2

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
2 0

1
4

1
4 0 1

2

. (21)

Table 2. A summary of joint probabilities for states prepared by Alice and Bob’s measurement
outcomes corresponding to each of the four states when given Eve’s intercept-and-resend attack.

Eve Sends
Bob Obtains

|0〉 |1〉 |+〉 |−〉

|0〉 (cos2 φ)/2 (sin2 φ)/2 (1− sin 2φ)/4 (1 + sin 2φ)/2
|1〉 (sin2 φ)/2 (cos2 φ)/2 (1 + sin 2φ)/4 (1− sin 2φ)/4
|+〉 (1 + sin 2φ)/4 (1− sin 2φ)/4 (cos2 φ)/2 (sin2 φ)/2
|−〉 (1− sin 2φ)/4 (1 + sin 2φ)/4 (sin2 φ)/2 (cos2 φ)/2

Alice Sends
Bob Receives

|0〉 |1〉 |+〉 |−〉
|0〉 a b c d
|1〉 b a d c
|+〉 d c a b
|−〉 c d b a

Suppose Eve performs the attack presented in this strategy; this allows her to minimize
her quantum “footprint” by replacing the collective-rotation noise channel with a lossless
classical channel. However, this strategy fails to enhance her odds of going undetected.
This is depicted in Figure 2. To find Q2, first, we evaluate the elements a – d in Table 2 by
employing Equation (14). The matrices PE|A and PB|E come from Equations (7) and (21),
respectively. As a result, the terms a – d are evaluated to be:

a =
1 + 2 cos2 θ

32
, (22)

b =
1 + 2 sin2 θ

32
, (23)

c =
2− sin 2θ

32
, (24)

d =
2 + sin 2θ

32
. (25)

We note that the terms c and d disappear during sifting. Thus, Q2 becomes:

Q2 =
1 + 2 sin2 θ

4
. (26)
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Figure 2. Comparison of the variation of the quantum bit error rate Q with the rotation angle θ for
the case where there is no eavesdropping (Q0), the case where the eavesdropper performs the attack
outlined in the strategy shown in Figure 1a (Q1), and the case where the eavesdropper performs the
attack outlined in the strategy shown in Figure 1b (Q2).

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the QBER and rotational noise in the
channel. It can be observed from Figure 2 that, when rotational angle θ ≤ π

4 , Q1 > Q2,
Eve’s eavesdropping results in a more significant bit error rate and she will be detected.
We observe that, in a noise-free environment (i.e., θ = 0), Eve will induce a 25% QBER.
This corresponds to the well-known error bound for the BB84 protocol under the simple
intercept-resend attack. The results also indicate that QBER Q1 reaches a maximum for
every rotation angle θ = nπ + π

4 (where n is an integer), and this corresponds to noise,
which will flip the prepared quantum states into a state in the opposite basis (phase flip
error). Furthermore, for curve Q1, we note that, for every θ = n π

2 , the QBER is at its lowest
value. Finally, we observe that when Eve intercepts the qubits and prepares them at the site
closer to Bob’s measurement station, represented by the curve Q2, the noise in the channel
does not heavily contribute to the QBER. Thus, according to the curve Q2, for every rotation
angle θ = nπ + π

2 , the QBER is at its maximum and reaches its lowest at every θ = nπ.
Moreover, it is observed that for Q1, the maximum QBER is reached at π

4 , which occurs
before Q2 reaches its maximum QBER at θ = π

2 . Therefore, any noise induced by rotational
angles π

4 < θ < 5π
4 results in a decrease in the QBER in Q1 due to the periodic nature of

the function. The slow increase in the QBER in Q1 compared to Q1 can be attributed to
the fact that in case Q2, the quantum states prepared by Eve do not experience any noise
in the channel before reaching Bob, as illustrated by Figure 1b. However, when θ = π

4 ,
the case that results in phase flip errors, the QBER is at 50%, i.e., half of the sifted key
bits will be erroneous. Furthermore, from Figure 2, we observe that a noise induced by
the rotation of the prepared quantum state by an angle of 0.35 radians will cause a QBER
of 11%, and this corresponds to the lower bound on the tolerable error rate for the BB84
protocol against general attacks. Furthermore, a rotational angle of 0.53 radians will cause
a 25% QBER, a value corresponding to the bound on the error rate brought about by the
intercept-resend attack.

In Figure 3, we investigate the amount of information Eve can gain from her intercept-
resend strategy. Our results show that the maximum information that Eve can acquire is
0.5 bits, which occurs at a noise level of 0.5 and in a noise-free environment (i.e., at ε = 0).
Furthermore, we observe that Alice randomly sends H(A) = 2 bits of information; this
implies Eve gains utmost 25% of the information Alice sends to Bob. Thus, this confirms
that Eve can obtain a minimum of 0.4 bits of information at a 12% noise level.
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Figure 3. Variation of the mutual information between Alice and Eve I(A:E) as a function of the
collective-rotation noise ε.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated the security of the BB84 QKD protocol under the collective-rotation
noise channel by studying scenarios where the eavesdropper, Eve, conducts an intercept-
resend attack on the transmitted photons sent via a quantum communication channel
shared by Alice and Bob. Notably, we distinguished the impact of collective-rotation noise
and that of the eavesdropper. From the analysis, we observed that, for small rotation angles,
one can extract a secure secret key under a collective-rotation noise channel when there
is no eavesdropping. For instance, in a noise-free environment (θ = 0), Eve will induce
a 25% QBER, corresponding to the well-known error bound for the BB84 protocol under
the simple intercept-resend attack. However, when both eavesdropping and noise exist in
the channel, the QBER obtained would always be greater than the 25% error threshold for
the intercept-resend attack. Hence, no secret key can be distilled by the legitimate parties.
In addition, the BB84 protocol experiences the worst QBER Q1 for every rotation angle
θ = nπ + π

4 . Notably, this corresponds to noise that will flip the prepared quantum states
into a state on the opposite basis (i.e., a phase flip error). Thus, Q1 reaches its lowest level
at every θ = n π

2 . However, when θ = π
4 , the case that results in phase flip errors, the QBER

is at 50%, meaning that half of the sifted key bits will be erroneous. Most significantly,
we observed that noise induced by a rotation of 0.35 radians of the prepared quantum
state will cause a QBER of 11%. This phenomenon corresponds to the lower bound on the
tolerable error rate for the BB84 QKD protocol against general attacks. Finally, a rotational
angle of 0.53 radians produces a 25% QBER, which corresponds to the bound on the error
rate brought about by the intercept-resend attack.
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